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Book Reviews

against Clamadeu" (222); does "lineal" (passim) exist? Finally, I fail to see
how Tintagueil (= Tintagel, Cornwall) can be said to be in "extreme south
Wales" (55) or how the fictitious "E cavalon" i located in "extreme
north Wales" (ibid.).
Overall, this is an interesting book marred by some untidiness of
thought and expression and some le s-than-thorough cholar hip. evertheless, Brigitte Cazelles ha done readers of hretien a service by
proposing a plau ible and mostly convincing interpretation of the Conte
du Graal.
Keith Busby
University of Oklahoma

Chance, Jane, ed. Gender and Text in the Later Middle Ages. University of
Florida Press, Gainesville, 1996. xv + 342 pp. 59.95.
Jane Chance doubly prefaces her provocative collection Gender and
Text i11 the Later Middle Ages, first with an epigraph from Helene Cixous,
raising an initial question about the (im)possibiliry of theorizing a "feminine writing" beyond phaliocentric discourse, and then with a list of
"Selected Women Authors, 8th-r5th Centuries," positing gynocritical
recovery of a hi tory of women's texrual production. Her introduction
similarly unites what may at first seem a conflict of theoretical paradigm . lts discussion of gendered writing and reading practice ground
the collection in an underlying assumption that the corpus-not quite a
tradition-of later medieval "feminine" or "female" writing ("female"
signifying a cultural po ition rather than a universal category) disrupts
and ubverts patriarchal discourse mode ls. It thu places the later
medieval texts dealt with in the sub equent essays within the dialogic
complexity of women writing from and reading in the margin of tradition. In this way the essays-arranged in three sections of four e says
each-are defined as explorations and speculations toward a -not the "medieval feminine aesthetic."
ot all the contributions are unique to this collection. Sarah Beckwith's "A Very aterial Mysticism" is fair ly well known from its appearance in Medieval Literature, ed. David Aers (Detroit: Wayne rare
University Pres , 1992). Kate Green span's "Autohagiography and
Women's piritual Autobiography" may also be found (under a different
title) in Alb: Auto/Biography (1991). Maria Lichtman's "'God fulfilled
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my bodye': Body, elf, and God in Julian of orwich" appears as two
horter articles in tudia Mystica (r990) and Mystics Quarterly (1991). And
Cri tina Ma7,zoni' "On the (Un)Representability of Women' Plea ure"
has since become part of her recent Saint Hysteria: Neurosis, Mysticism,
and Gender in European Culhtre (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996).
As the e titles suggest, mystics make up a great proportion of chi
volume's topics. Besides M arge ry Kempe-subj ect of three essaysJulian of Norwich, Angela of Foligno, Hadewijch, Birgitta of weden,
and two late medieval Spanish nuns, Madre Juana de la ruz and or
Maria of anto Domingo, each receive an e ay. Chri tine de P izan i
featured in three essays, with an essay each on Heloise and M arie de
France completing the collection of twelve. While uch a collection of
authors includes few surprises-they represent, perhap , the u ual u pects of discu sions of medieval wom en and writing-the re ulting book
is valuable not only for the high quality of it individual essays bur also
for the theoretical depth of the com posite whole and for the provocation
of its readers to further peculation. It would, therefore, be a significant
addition to the reading Ii ts of senior or graduate cou rses in medieval
women and literature.
T he first section, "]Vl/F: Authority, D omination, M isogyny," brings
together essays on Heloi e, Hadewijch, Birgitta of weden, and Christine de Piza n collectively to interrogate the complex in teractions of gender and authority. Of the four essays, Catherine Brown' "Muliebriter:
Doing Gender in the Letters of H eloi e" i perhap the mo t provocative
in its con ideration of how the equence of letters to Abelard-which
culminate in her request of a specifically female monastic Rule--stages,
as it were, a transgressive performance of a shifting-but strategically
e ential- femininity as an intertextual con eruct. Particularly in its ensi tive and subtle use of theories of gender performance, thi e say eem
to suggest new direction fo r di cu ion of subjectivity, c pccially in epistolary texts. askia Murk-Jan en' di scussion of "The Use of Gender and
Gender-Related Imagery ln H adewijch" reads the tropes of gender rcveral available in the continuum of a one-sex/gender system a enabling an
appropriation and reversal of the Jover- knight/beloved object paradigm.
Claire Sahlin and Earl Jeffrey Richards remain in more fa miliar and less
speculative territory. In "Gender and Prophetic Authority in Birgitta
of Sweden's Revelations," ahlin investigates the social construction of
authority in the passage of the female mystic's text tlu-ough its translation
and editing by male cribes. In "Rejecting Es entiali m and Gendered
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Writing: The Case of Christine de Pizan," Richards takes up the u e
and reinterpretation of Ovid in defense of women's fitness for reading
and writing.
T he second section, "Autohagiography and elf-Mimesis: T he Construction of Female Subjectivity," poses two e ays on courtly writers
against t\vo on mystics, an opposition which is fruitful in suggesting the
varieties of subjectivities (plural) these variant genres may involve.
Rupert Pickens on "Marie de France and the Body Poetic" offers an
especially interesting reading of arie's narrators as androgynous bodies
producing and produced by-and gendered by-di cur ive violence. 1n
"Rewriting Romance: Courtly Discourse and Auto-Citation in Christine
de Pizan,'' Kevin Brownlee cakes on Christine's rewriting and response
to the Rcman de la Rou and her use of auto-citation to construct her own
texrual authority. Both authority and subjectivity are al o at is ue in
Beckwith's exploration of a woman-associated genre of mysticism and
in Greenspan' critique of modern assumption about the goals and purpose of autobiographical narrative as applied to medieval texts.
T he four essay in the third section, "Speaking the Body: Tran humanization and Subversion," all foreground the textual involvement
of the (female) body as disruptive and subversive. Mazzoni's essay on
Angela of Foligno-and, to a large extent, the L acanian formulation of
feminine jcuissance--defines mystic experience (and discourse) as abject
and tran sgressive, beyond expressiviry. omewhat similarly Lichtman
views Julian's theology of the body as exceeding and overcoming the Neoplatonic-Augustinian body/soul and matter/ pirit dualitie . Mary E. Giles
also deals with experience and discourse beyond articulation in "The Discourse of Ee tasy: Late Medieval panish Women and Their Texts." Her
consideration of a late medieval pani h female religiou tradition delineates a sanctification of the ec tatic female body in a communal, oral
"text"-a kind of "holy theater"-only imperfectly able to be rendered
into a written text. Placed among the e three es ays, Claire Nouvet' e say
on Christine de Pizan, "Writing (in) Fear," may at first seem a little out of
place: the body here is that of the text rather than of its autl10r, though it,
too, is about a subversion, in this instance a subversion of courtly di course
defaming women which gives rise to a collective subjectivity, a fem inine
"we." ouvet reads Christine's anagram/signature CREI TIS in the
Epistre au Dieu d'Amours a pun of sorts which establishes fear as the privileged sign of feminine gender, as an instance of Christine's critique of
patriarchal language as a discursive ve.il over female experience.
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Bringing together e says on courtly and mystical djs ourses, Gender
and Text in the the Later Middle Ages tacitly reminds its readers of the
varieties of female experienc~nd the multiple femi ni ne ae. thetics-to
which medjeval texts give evidence. In assembling the three sections, Jane
Chance channels her reader ' involvement with the is ue rai ed in her
introduction: the negotiation of authority, the construction and performance of a gendered subjectivity, and the po ibilities (and impossibilities) of articulating the transgres ive. The result is not ju t a colle tion of
essay on a theme but a genu.inely corporate investigation merging and
contrasting critical parad igms and paradoxic.ally offering conclusions
while yet remain.ing open co further speculation by its readers.
Lisa Weston
Califorrua Scace Uruvcrsity, Fresno

Cranston, fauricc. The Solitary Self: Jea11-jacq11es Rousseau in Exile and
Adversity. University ofCh.icago Press, Chjcago, 1997. 247 pp. 29.95.
Maurice Cranston's biography of Rou scau began with a first volume
devoted to the early picaresque years Uea11-Jacques, Uruversity of Crucago
Press, r982) followed by a second volume on the prolific period from
1754-1762 (The Noble Savage, University of Chicago Pre s, 1991). The
book published posthumously th.is year thanks to the effort of anford
Lakoff comprises a signi£cant part of what would have become the final
volume had the biographer been able to bri ng his work to completion.
The proje ted scope of the book j implied by the interruption in the
temporal flow. Whereas chapters one through even span three and a
half years (June 1762 to January 1766), chapter eight, composed from the
author's notes, goes from 1766 co Rousseau's death in 1778.
Beginrung with Rous eau' arrival in wirzerland on the heels of the
ondcmnation of Emile in Pari , the dominant theme that emerge from
these page pertain to the philo opher' persecu tion-real and imagined. ln the preface to The Noble avage, Cranston responded to earlier
criticism of hjs portra.it in wruch the philosopher appeared "almost normal" by promising a more paranoid Rou eau in thi third volume (ix).
Following h.is method of "impartial pursuit of the facts," the biographer
ucceed in showing both Rousseau's famed paranoia and the real hostility
directed towards him. Within days of h.is friendly welcome in Yverdon,

